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Monographs, Edited Volumes/Journals, and Encyclopedia Entries


On Muslim and Arab Women


**Al Huwiyah Al Thatiyah lil Mar’a Al Muslimah (Self Identity of the Muslim Woman).** In *Al Mar’a wa-Tahawlat Asr Jadid*. Dar Al-Fikr (2003).


**Education is the Means to Free Oneself From Shirk** (association) a booklet (10 pp.) by the American Trust Publishers, Indianapolis, Indiana, (1985).

The Position of Women in the Contemporary Muslim World. In Al-Ittihad Journal of Islamic Studies, 13, 1, April (1976), pp. 18-25.

On Arabic Computerized Curriculum


On Muslim and Arab Education in the West


North American Muslim Women Speak. NACMW NEWS, 1992, 1, 2: pp. 3 & 5.


Participatory Action Research Programs and Evaluation


A Primer in Deploying and Evaluating Action Research
http://www.eself-learning-arabic.cornell.edu/Action Research-Primer/index.html


Book Review


